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Abstract 

The aim of the study was to identify the variables related to therapeutic success of intramuscular 
oxygen-ozone (O2O3) in patients with chronic low back pain (LBP). Twenty-one patients 
underwent an eight-session intramuscular-paravertebral O2O3 treatment with a weekly 
frequency. Numeric Rating Score for pain (NRSp), anxiety (NRSa), mood (NRSm), Oswestry 
Disability Index (ODI) and Physical and Mental Component Summary scores (PCS and MCS) 
of Short Form 12 (SF-12) were assessed baseline, after the treatment and at six-months follow-
up. The ODI and NRSp scores showed significant improvement at the end of the treatment: the 
improvement in pain was maintained also at 6 months’ follow-up. A significant correlation 
between baseline NRSa and the variation of the NRSp and ODI was observed.  There was a 
correlation between NRSm at baseline and the variation of the ODI. A moderate correlation 
between MCS-12 at baseline and the variation of the NRSp score was found. Surprisingly, 
patients with a more compromised psychological well-being due to LBP had better results after 
oxygen-ozone therapy. Therefore, NRSa, NRSm and MCS-12 scores could be useful predictors 
of good therapeutic outcome. 
Key Words: Low back pain, oxygen-ozone therapy, musculoskeletal injection therapy, 
psychological factors, anxiety. 
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 Chronic Low Back Pain (LBP) is a common condition 
among the general population and its management often 
represents a challenge for the clinicians, due to the 
heterogeneous etiologies and physiopathology. The 
social costs of LBP could be considerable and some 
patients could experience restrictions in their work and 
family activities, emotional distress and quality of life’s 
impairment.1 Furthermore, several studies  demonstrated 
the influence of psychological factors in the 
development, persistence, and treatment of chronic 
LBP.2 Coping style, depression, anxiety, catastrophizing, 
and level of pain acceptance are important factors to be 
considered in the global rehabilitation process of the 
patients with LBP.3 In the last few years, lumbar 
intramuscular-paravertebral injections of an oxygen-
ozone (O2O3) mixture have been proposed in the chronic 
LBP’s management, alongside the conventional 

treatments (non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, 
antidepressants, exercise therapy and psychosocial 
interventions). 4 O2O3 is a gas mixture of medical oxygen 
and ozone which is produced from pure oxygen passing 
through a high voltage gradient in a medical generator.5 
Its effectiveness on LBP has been ascribed to the 
modulation of the arachidonic acid metabolism, that 
could explain the anti-inflammatory effect, and to the 
promotion of the local micro-vascularization, reducing 
the ischemia and the inflammatory edema in the 
periradicular area.6,7 Moreover, the Reactive Oxygen 
Species (ROS) generated by the interaction between the 
O2O3 molecules and the biological tissues may lead to the 
descendent antinociceptive system’s activation, 
generating a direct effect against the pain.8 Some trials 
have shown that O2O3 treatment is effective in reducing 
LBP, in improving LBP-related disability and in 
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decreasing the intake of analgesics.9-11 Apuzzo et al. 
compared the effects of intramuscular O2O3 infiltration 
and Global Postural Re-education (GPR) on LBP’s 
severity, finding a major reduction in pain levels 
among  the O2O3 patients than in GPR-alone patients.5  
Recently, De Oliveira Magalhaes et al. performed a 
review to investigate the therapeutic results of 
percutaneous injection of O2O3 for LBP and affirmed that 
additional studies are needed before the role of O2O3 can 
be established in the management of LBP.12 To the best 
of the authors’ knowledge, none of the studies has so far 
evaluated the patient’s physical and mental 
characteristics, which could influence the outcome of the 
O2O3 intramuscular-paravertebral treatment. Some 
authors have proposed a pre-intervention psychological 
screening in lumbar surgery patients to identify suitable 
candidates and to predict possible complications or poor 
outcome from treatment.13 Similarly, we believe it is 
important to identify those patients who should benefit 
more from the intervention with O2O3, because it would 
result in an optimization of the therapeutic chances and 
in a better public-health-care resources management. 
Secondly, we wanted to confirm the previous literature’s 
results about the effectiveness of O2O3 therapy in the 
improvement of LBP. Therefore, we designed this 
retrospective observational study to define which 
patient’s physical and psychological variables are more 
related to the success of the treatment.  

Materials and Methods 
This retrospective observational study was conducted 
between February 2019 and September 2020 in the 
Orthopedic and Rehabilitation outpatient Department of 
Padua University Hospital (protocol number 70254). 
Written informed consent was obtained from all the 
patients. Inclusion criteria were the following: age > 18 
years; moderate or severe chronic LBP (≥ 3 on a 10-cm 
pain Numeric Rating Scale [NRSp]) of a mechanical and 
degenerative nature, even if not continuous, experienced 
for at least 3 months non-responsive to conservative 
treatment; diagnosis of discopathy, articular facet 
syndrome supported by radiographs or Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) investigation with evidence of 
spondylodiscoarthrosis, narrowing of intersomatic 
spaces. Exclusion criteria were: skin infection or changes 
at the injection site; favism (glucose-6-phosphate 
dehydrogenase deficiency); severe spine deformities on 
coronal and/or sagittal plane; neoplasia; heart failure; 
pregnancy; equine cauda syndrome, progressive 
neurologic deficit; previous spine surgery; diabetic 
neuropathy. All patients were treated using the same 
medical ozone generator. With the patient lying in a 
prone position, bilateral paraspinal intramuscular O2O3 
injections (10 mL for each side) at the affected level with 
a O3 concentration of 20 µg/mL using a 22G 0.7 x 40 mm 
needle were performed. Before injection, the locus 
dolendi has been confirmed through the segmental 
semeiotic with an axial and lateral pressure of the lumbar 

vertebrae. Before the procedure, skin disinfection was 
carried out with sterile gauze and chlorhexidine. The 
procedure was performed by a well-instructed physician. 
All patients underwent an eight-session intramuscular - 
paravertebral O2O3 treatment. The injections were 
performed with weekly frequency, for a total duration of 
eight weeks. 
In accordance with normal clinical practice all the 
patients were measured on pain and disability scales. 
Local pain was assessed by pain Numeric Rating Scale 
(NRSp, from 0-10 where 0 is “not noticeable at all” and 
10 is “the worst pain imaginable”); anxiety and mood 
were evaluated by the anxiety Numeric Rating Scale 
(NRSa, from 0-10 where 0 is “not noticeable at all” and 
10 is “the highest anxiety level”) and mood Numeric 
Rating Scale (NRSm, from 0-10 where 0 is “a total 
depressed mood” and 10 is “mood not influenced by 
pain”). The validated Italian version of the Oswestry 
Disability Index (ODI), a self-completed questionnaire 
which consists in 10 sections concerning intensity of 
pain, lifting, ability to care for oneself, ability to walk, 
ability to sit, sexual function, ability to stand, social life, 
sleep quality, and ability to travel, has been used for the 
analysis of everyday life activities and disability.  
The Short Form-12 (SF-12) score was used for the 
analysis of physical and mental health. It consisted in 12 
items divided in 8 domains. The SF-12 has two summary 
measures: the Physical and Mental Component Summary 
scores (PCS and MCS) with higher scores representing 
better health status.14 
Each outcome measure was recorded prior to the 
procedure (T0) and after the last session (T1). The follow 
up was performed 6 months after the last injection (T2): 
due to the restrictions for SARS-CoV-2 pandemics, we 
were not able to visit patients at this time. Therefore, 
patients were contacted by telephone and gave their 
consent to participate. Their answers about NRSp, NRSa 
and NRSm were immediately transcribed. We decided 
not recording the ODI and SF-12 because of the difficulty 
in administering these questionnaires by telephone 
interview. Descriptive statistics (mean and standard 
deviations) were utilized to describe the distribution of 
the results with respect to statistical quantitative features. 
A paired sample two-tailed t-test (p < 0.05) was 
performed to obtain statistical inference regarding time 
differences (T0 vs. T1) in clinical scores. Analysis of 
Variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures was applied 
to NRSp, NRSa and NRSm scores with the factor “time” 
(T0, T1, and T2). A post hoc two-tailed t-test was used 
whenever appropriate. Finally, the Pearson correlation 
coefficient was used to assess the relationships between 
the NRSa, NRSm, MCS-12 scores and the differences 
(T1-T0) of the NRSp, ODI, PCS-12 scores. P < 0 05 was 
considered statistically significant. Software statistics 
IBM SPSS (25.0) (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) was used. 
Correlations were defined as strong >0.60, moderate 
0.30-0.60 and weak <0.30, respectively.15 
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Results 
Demography 
31 patients met the eligibility criteria. 4 patients declined 
the treatment after reading informed consent and 2 after 
the first session, because they were afraid of the needle. 
4 patients referred to be in trouble within reaching the 
hospital because of the sanitary emergency COVID-19 
related and were excluded. The study sample was finally 
formed by 21 patients (10 females, 11 males, age 27-81 
years). In 9 patients the pain was present by 12 months or 
less and in 11 patients by more than 12 months. 10 
patients received the treatment in the spring-summer 
period (May-September), 11 patients were treated in the 
autumn-winter period (October-April). 

Outcome measures 
Table 1 shows the results of outcome measures. A 
significant decrease was observed for NRSp and for ODI 
scores after the treatment (T1) (respectively, p = 0.03 and 
p = 0.01), whereas a significant increase was detected for 
PCS-12 (p < 0.01). Six months after the end of the 
treatment (T2), the patients were asked to give a score 
about their level of NRSp, NRSa and NRSm by that time. 
ANOVA disclosed a significant main effect for the factor 
“time” (p < 0.005). A positive trend in terms of 
parameters’ improvement was confirmed (Figure 1). The 
differences between NRSp at T0 and T1 (p < 0.01) and at 
T0 and T2 (p <0.005) were statistically significant. 

Table 1. Mean scores of Numeric Rating Score for pain (NRSp), anxiety (NRSa), mood (NRSm), Oswestry 
Disability Index (ODI %), Physical and Mental Component Summary scores (PCS-12 and MCS-12) at T0 
(before the treatment), at T1 (after the treatment) and Δ(T1-T0) (mean and standard deviation). 

 T0 T1 Δ(T1-T0) p-value 
NRSp 6.59 ± 1.75 5.06 ± 2.76 -1.53 ± 3.06 0.03 
NRSa 3.81 ± 2.79 3.69 ± 2.95 -0.12 ± 4.43 0.91 
NRSm 5.38 ± 2.21 5.81 ± 2.23 0.44 ± 3.20 0.56 

     
ODI index (%) 33 ± 14.25 26 ± 14.32 -8 ± 12.28 0.01 

     
PCS-12 33.99 ± 7.89 39.10 ± 10.69 5.43 ± 6.65 0.00 
MCS-12 48.60 ± 10.56 49.72 ± 10.85 1.12 ± 6.65 0.74 

 

 
Fig 1. NRSp, NRSa and NRSm scores at T0, T1 and T2. On each box, the central red line indicates the median, 

and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers 
extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, and the outliers are plotted individually 
using the ’+’ symbol. 
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Correlations 
A significant moderate correlation between NRSa at T0 
and the variation T1-T0 of the NRSp score (r = -0.48, p 
= 0.03) was observed (Figure 2a). Moreover, there was a 
significant moderate correlation between NRSa at T0 and 
the variation of the ODI index (r = -0.55, p = 0.015) 
(Figure 2b). Patients with higher levels of pain-related 
anxiety at the baseline reported better results in terms of 
pain reduction and disability improvement at the end of 
the treatment. There was no statistically significant 
association between NRSa at T0 and the variation of the 
PCS-12 score (r = -0.05, p = 0.861). 
There was a significant strong correlation between 
NRSm at T0 and the variation of the ODI index (r = 0.60, 
p = 0.009) (Figure 2c). Patients with more pain-related 
depressed mood at the baseline show better results in 
terms of disability reduction at the end of the treatment. 
There was no statistically significant association between 
NRSm at T0 and the variation of the NRSp score (r = 
0.05, p = 0.84) or between NRSm at T0 and the variation 
of the PCS-12 score (r = -0.14, p = 0.613). 
The analysis revealed a significant moderate correlation 
between MCS-12 at T0 and the variation of the NRSp 
score (r = 0.51, p = 0.022) (Figure 2d). The patients who 
reported lower scores in mental health perception index 
before the treatment, had a greater reduction in pain 
score. There was no      significant association between 
MCS-12 at T0 and the variation of the PCS-12 score (r = 
-0.14, p = 0.613), while the correlation between MCS-12 
at T0 and the variation of the ODI index was found 
moderate and closed to significance (r = 0.45, p = 0.055) 
(Figure 2e). 

Analysis of other variables’ influence on treatment 
outcome 
The following variables were then analyzed: age, sex, 
pain duration and treatment season. There were not 
statistically differences in the variation of NRSp score, 
ODI index or PCS-12 scores between males and females, 
at the end of the treatment, compared to the same 
measures at baseline. In the same way, there were not 
differences in the variation of NRSp score, ODI index or 
PCS-12 scores between <50 years old and >50 years old 
patients. Pain duration or the seasonality of the treatment 
didn’t influence the variation of NRSp score, ODI index 
or PCS-12 scores. 

Discussion 
Our work is the first that evaluate which patient’s 
physical and mental characteristics may influence the 
outcome of the O2O3 intramuscular-paravertebral 
treatment. Surprisingly, in our study, patients with higher 
levels of pain-related anxiety at the baseline reported 
better results in terms of pain reduction and disability 
improvement at the end of the treatment. Similarly, the 
patients with more pain-related depressed mood showed 
better results in terms of disability reduction. The patients 
reporting lower scores in MCS-12 before the treatment, 
and who consequently complained of higher 
psychological impact of the painful situation on daily 
life, had a greater reduction of pain and disability. By 
contrast, some previous studies reported that cognitive 
and psychological factors, such as pre-surgical pain 
somatization, depression and anxiety are predictors of 
poor response to spinal surgery and to conventional 
treatment in patients with LBP.13,16  

 
Fig 2. Pearson correlation between NRSa at T0 and the differences (T1-T0) of NRSp (ΔNRSp) (correlation 

coefficient r = -0.48, p = 0.03) (a); between NRSa at T0 and ΔODI (r = -0.55, p = 0.015) (b); between NRSm 
at T0 and ΔNRSp (r = 0.6, p = 0.009) (c); between MCS-12 and ΔNRSp (r = 0.51, p = 0.022) (d); between 
MCS-12 and ΔODI (r = 0.45, p = 0.055) (e). 
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Nevertheless, these studies considered as predictors some 
merely psychiatric indexes, which reflect the subject’s 
global psychological status. This sphere may be affected 
by other aspects as well as the LBP. Our study, indeed, 
considered those psychological variables strictly related 
to the pain as a symptom. In fact, NRSa and NRSm 
represent respectively the level of pain-related anxiety 
and pain-related mood. The MCS-12 score of SF-12 
considers the psychological impact of the painful 
situation on daily life. Some principles of neuroscience 
about the central pain modulation pathway could support 
our findings.  Central Sensitization (CS) is meant as the 
set of the processes that contributed to alter the 
perception of the painful stimuli at the level of the SNC 
and its role in pain perception is accentuated in patients 
with chronic LBP, which exhibit a lower tolerance for 
pain, if compared with healthy people.17,18 There is strong 
evidence that maladaptive psychological factors  
(anxiety, depression, catastrophic tendencies, beliefs 
about the disease and somatization) may be CS predictors 
in LBP (cognitive-emotional sensitization process) and 
individuals with high anxious personality type are more 
susceptible to show CS symptoms or higher scores in CS 
assessments.19,20 It is safe to assume that individuals with 
higher levels of pain-related anxiety or pain-related 
depressed mood and more compromised mental health 
perception are more subject to a CS process within the 
group with LBP. However, this is just an assumption, 
since, to the authors knowledge, no study has so far 
investigated the association between NRSa or NRSm 
score and levels of CS. The O2O3 therapy has shown to 
exert an indirect effect in promoting the descending 
antinociceptive system, which is particularly involved in 
the process of CS. Moreover, some papers have shown 
the effectiveness of O2O3 therapy in patients affected by 
disorders with high CS levels, underlining the potential 
role of the O2O3 therapy in contrasting the CS 
process.21,22 It could be hypothesized that, in patients with 
higher levels of pain-related anxiety and pain-related 
depressed mood, the O2O3 therapy may play a role also 
in the remodulation of the perception of the pain and on 
the kinesiophobic extent, with a consequent 
improvement in pain and disability, much more than in 
patients with low central pain component. A second 
explanation of our results may be found in the role of the 
serotonergic system. It is known that a deficit in the 
serotonergic pathway is related to mood and anxiety 
disorders.23 Serotonin is a key neuromodulator in the 
transmission of pain in the descending nociceptive 
modulatory pathways.24 Persons with lower levels of 
serotonin may show higher levels of CS.25 Some studies 
have found that people with chronic LBP show lower 
serum serotonin levels when compared to healthy 
persons.26  Other authors reported a moderate increase of 
serotonin levels after autohemotherapy with ozone in 
patients with fibromyalgia, a disorder linked to CS, such 
as chronic LBP: this was matched to an improvement in 
symptomatology too.27 Thus, we think that persons with 

a deficit of serotonin hormone and with consequently 
higher levels of pain-related anxiety and higher levels of 
CS could probably be favored by the O2O3 therapy, also 
trough the increase of O2O3-induced serotonin levels. 
This may result in the clinical evidence of pain reduction 
and disability improvement, even if there is a lack of 
studies which correlates the variation of serum serotonin 
values and the improvement of pain levels in LBP. The 
mistrust of a placebo effect or a needle effect of the O2O3 
therapy in more psychologically compromised patients 
must be dispelled by the finding of Paoloni et al. (2009), 
that comparing intramuscular injections of O2O3 with 
simulated lumbar paravertebral injections, that shows 
good results only in those patients who received a true 
treatment.9 For what concern the other variables 
analyzed, in our study age, sex, pain length or season of 
treatment did not seem to affect the therapeutic outcome. 
If confirmed, there would be some significant therapeutic 
implications, especially for older patients, who could 
benefit the same as young people from a mini-invasive 
and limited side-effects therapeutic intervention. 
Furthermore, about season of treatment, other authors 
reported that weather conditions may influence 
subjective reporting of low back pain significantly and 
they should be considered in clinical treatment of the 
patient with chronic LBP.28 As regards of secondary 
endpoint, we observed a significative reduction in pain 
level at the end of the treatment, compared to the baseline 
score (T0 vs T1): this result agrees with the previous 
literature. In their work, Apuzzo et al. (2014) reported an 
approximately 6-point reduction in VAS (Visual Analog 
Scale) score at the end of the treatment, but the initial 
pain levels were higher, compared to our sample.5 We 
also investigated the pain score six months after the 
treatment. The reduction in pain was confirmed and this 
supports the hypothesis of a long-term effect of the O2O3 
therapy on the pain levels’ reduction. Moreover, our 
patients showed a significant improvement in the 
perceived functional status and disability, according to 
the ODI. This result confirms the work of Biazzo et al. 
who found an average reduction of 9% in the ODI scores 
after the intramuscular paravertebral O2O3 injections in 
patients with chronic LBP.10 We also reported an 
improvement in the global physical health perception 
after the treatment.  
On the other hand, our study has some limitations. 
Firstly, the follow up at six months could be performed 
only in a remote way and only for few parameters, 
because of the sanitary emergency COVID-19-related. 
Secondly, the small number of patients in our sample was 
due to the fact that, according to the guidelines, we 
prescribed O2O3 therapy only for those patients who have 
not benefited from conventional non-invasive therapies 
and which are a minority in the number of patients with 
LBP. Further studies are needed in order to confirm our 
results. In particular it would be interesting to investigate 
whether the predictive variables evidenced in our study 
will prove to be valid and useful also in other ways of 
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O2O3 administration, e.g. in the peridural way or in the 
autohemotransfusion.  
In conclusion, our surprising results show that people 
who reported more compromised psychological well-
being due to LBP had better outcomes after O2O3 
treatment. Therefore, baseline NRSa, NRSm and MCS-
12 scores could be useful indicators of good therapeutic 
outcome in O2O3 intramuscular paravertebral therapy in 
chronic LBP. This evidence identify those patients who 
should benefit more from this innovative therapy in terms 
of pain and disability reduction.  
Second, we confirmed previous literature on 
effectiveness of intramuscular paravertebral injections of 
O2O3 in reducing pain as well as disability in patients 
suffering with chronic LBP and that ozone injections are 
successful in improving global physical health 
perception. 
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